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Kol Nidre 5781 
Finding a Lost Object 

 

Some of my earliest lessons came from the playground. One of the first came the day I placed 

an object on the ground and went to play on a swing. A boy came over, picked up what I had 

just set down, and said in a sing-song voice: Finders keepers, loser’s weepers. I protested, 

angrily. But honestly, I don’t remember if I was able to reclaim my possession. What I do 

remember is that sing-song refrain. 

 

I wasn’t too much older when I went shopping with my mom at Marshall Fields. I don’t 

remember what she purchased, but I do remember spotting a shiny object on the floor. I bent 

down, picked it up, and saw that it was a lady’s watch covered in jewels. I showed it to my 

mother who quickly told me what to do. As that sing-song refrain played in my head, she said: 

“You need to find the Lost and Found and turn it in.” I thought to myself: “What about Finders 

Keepers?” 

 

It wasn’t until years later that I discovered that the Torah was the source of my mom’s values. It 

contains very detailed instructions on what a person must do if they find a lost object. 

According to Deuteronomy: “If you see your fellow’s ox or sheep gone astray, do not ignore it; 

take it back. If your fellow does not live near you, or you do not know who he is, bring it home 

and take care of it until your fellow claims it; then you shall give it back to him” (Deut. 22:1-2). 

 

I recalled this memory recently, when a young man spoke about the obligation to return lost 

objects at his Bar Mitzvah and shared his experience returning a cell phone, and the reward he 

received from its owner. I asked if he would have returned the phone if he knew that he 

wouldn’t receive a reward. “Yes,” he said.  

 

Then I pushed him a little further. What if, after you returned the phone, you received a call 

from the owner, and he yelled at you for how long it took to return the phone. If you came 

across another phone would you still pick it up and return it? Or do you think you might turn 

your head and let someone else do the mitzvah? This time he was less certain. “Let me think 

about it,” he said. 

 

What would you do in this situation? If you knew that rather than a reward, the phone’s owner 

might berate you, would you still go to the trouble of picking it up and sending it back? Or 
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would you turn your head and pretend not to see? Put another way, does the fact that the 

phone’s owner is a jerk free you from the responsibility of returning it? Or are they separate 

matters? 

 

According to our tradition, these are two separate matters, a fact’s that made abundantly clear 

in the book of Exodus, where it says: “When you encounter your enemy’s ox or ass wandering, 

you must take it back to him (Ex. 23:4). Judaism teaches that, when we see a wrong that can be 

righted, we must not ignore it or remain indifferent. Even if we believe our efforts won’t be 

appreciated it is still incumbent on us; it’s the right thing to do. Oh, and by the way, that’s the 

decision our recent Bar Mitzvah boy, Ryan Feinstein reached as well. 

 

Now I’d like to talk about the “other” issue that’s tearing our country apart. I’ll be honest, with 

all the earth-shattering events that occur each day, between the devastation of Covid, forest 

fires, hurricanes, floods, let alone our political upheaval, it sometimes feels like racism is 

yesterday’s news. And then come days like this past week, where the issue is thrust back into 

the spotlight. Still, after the looting and violence that’s come in the wake of many protests, it 

makes it a little harder to maintain a completely sympathetic view of the situation. 

 

There’s also the fact that the language used to discuss racism feels like its intended to provoke. 

Where Ruth Bader Ginsberg urged people to: "Fight for the things that they care about, but do 

it in a way that will lead others to join you," Black Lives Matter seems to take the opposite 

approach, telling us we’re racist, and describing America’s culture as White Supremacy. It often 

feels like many who would like to help are not only pushed aside, they’re attacked as well, 

making a challenging situation even harder. 

 

Yet despite these challenges, no one can honestly question the fact that America does not treat 

all its citizens equally. In the last 6 months we’ve seen graphic evidence from the string of racist 

incidents, including the murder of Ahmaud Arbery while he was jogging in Georgia, an attempt 

to entrap a black birdwatcher in Central Park, and the murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis. 

 

Of course, those incidents were nothing new. As I wrote back in April: “We’re not so far 

removed from the death of Laquan McDonald, shot 16 times by Officer Jason Van Dyke while a 

host of officers stood by and watched – intervening only when he went to reload his gun. Or 

the death of Chicagoan Sandra Bland who was stopped by police while trying to orient herself 

in a new town, and then arrested for failing to put out her cigarette. Days later, she took her life 

in a Texas jail cell.” 
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Nor can we be surprised that the violence continues. Seemingly on a daily basis, we’re provided 

with unmistakable evidence that blacks experience a far different America than whites do. But 

we should not make the mistake of seeing this issue only through the lens of violence.  

 

Recently, NPR did a story on the gap in life expectancy within specific geographic areas of our 

country. According to an analysis by NYU’s School of Medicine, the largest gap is in Chicago, 

where residents in Streeterville live to be 90, while just 9 miles away the life expectancy for 

residents in Englewood is 60. When approached for a reaction to this story Dr. David Ansell of 

Rush University said: “This is not news. We’ve known it for years…”. 

 

It’s also not news that America is home to more gun deaths per capita than almost any other 

country in the world; that we have the highest incarceration rate among our population of any 

country. And when it comes to healthcare, here’s one example of how we’re doing: Our 

country’s mortality rate for pregnant women is abysmally poor. And the educational 

opportunities provided to our nation’s children, they don’t measure up to the standards of 

many other countries. 

 

Of course, there’s more statistics I could share, but as I read through this brief list of ills, I 

couldn’t help noticing that none of these issues are reflected in my, or I imagine your daily lives. 

In fact, I’d suggest that here in the northern suburbs of Chicago, our lifestyle is about as good as 

it gets. We feel safe and protected. Our children have an outstanding educational system. We 

have access to excellent health care. And we have very little fear of our children going to jail. 

We live in a community where we know, if there’s any kind of problem, we can call the police 

and they’ll come and help. And yet, if we were to travel 25 minutes north of here, up to North 

Chicago or Waukegan, I’m pretty sure we’d encounter many of the same conditions that are 

present in Englewood.  

 

When Black Lives Matter activists describe America as having a culture of White Supremacy – 

it’s this experience they’re speaking about. There are two different Americas they say – one for 

whites and the other for blacks.  

 

There’s a book by author Isabel Wilkerson, called Caste: The Origins of our Discontent, which 

offers a different way to define the experience of blacks and whites in America. Wilkerson 

suggests that like India, America was created with a caste system, where blacks, brought here 

as slaves, were designated as untouchables. This is why racism has been such an enduring 

experience for black Americans, she says. It explains why the Confederate Flag has remained an 

enduring symbol in our country; why statues of Confederate war heroes have been treated 

with more honor and respect than the descendants of those whose family members were 

https://nyulangone.org/press-releases/large-life-expectancy-gaps-in-us-cities-linked-to-racial-ethnic-segregation-by-neighborhood
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beaten and enslaved by those same men. The North might have won the Civil War, she says, 

but America’s caste system has yet to be overthrown. 

 

A month ago, I heard a presentation by Teny Gross, the Executive Director of the Institute for 

NonViolence Chicago. He’s the one who recommended Wilkerson’s book to me. Teny is an 

Israeli, the son of a Croatian father and Serbian mother, whose parents moved to Israel shortly 

after the state was founded, and has spent most of his adult life working in America’s inner 

cities, helping to stem the out of control violence in Boston, before being recruited to work 

here in Chicago. 

 

Teny says that he used to be a liberal, but his outlook’s been tempered by his experience these 

last 30 years. He says that what our country is experiencing today is complicated. For instance, 

while you won’t see him leading the charge to defund the police – the police would love it if 

they didn’t have to be the one’s trying to deal with addiction, homelessness, domestic violence 

and violence reduction. He also mentioned that when we wonder where money will come from 

to deal with many of these issues, we should remember that Chicago has paid out 

$700,000,000 in settlements due to police violence. We need the police, he says, but that can’t 

be our only answer. And by the way, speaking of large sums of money that might be put to 

better use, that high incarceration rate I mentioned a few minutes ago; for those imprisoned in 

Cook County jail we spend between $40,000 and $120,000 a year to house each of those 

inmates, fifty percent of whom are black. Doesn’t seem like society is getting a good return on 

that investment, does it?   

 

Teny says that the Civil Rights movement which began in the ‘50’s took 20 years to achieve its 

goal. He traces today’s protests back to 8 years ago, with the death of Treyvon Martin. So, don’t 

be surprised, he says, if we’ve still got a long way to go. 

 

He was asked if there’s there a role for us to play. He said: It’s not our job to lead protests in the 

street. It’s on us to read and educate ourselves. It’s on us to build bridges to communities 

around us and to take back the country from the extremes – to “rebuild the middle.” And most 

important of all, he says, is that change will only happen if a majority of white Americans get 

behind it. At the end of the day, in this society, we’re the ones with political power, and nothing 

happens, nothing will change unless we decide to speak out and use that power. 

 

Friends, I began tonight, talking about returning lost objects. Our tradition clearly teaches, that 

when we see a wrong that can be righted, even if we feel that our efforts may not be 

appreciated, we cannot choose to ignore it.  
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We also know that Judaism calls us to recognize the dignity of every human being – we are all 

made in God’s image. It commands us to love our neighbor as ourselves; to not stand idle while 

our neighbor bleeds; to not remain indifferent - but rather to fulfill the admonition to pursue 

justice. 

 

Did you ever wonder why were we given the promised land? Just as Abraham pleaded with God 

to do justice for people he didn’t know, we were given a land to create a just society; where 

strangers would be treated as neighbors, where neighbors would be treated as siblings. A 

society that looks after and protects the most vulnerable among us – the stranger, the widow 

and the orphan.  

For you and I, America is our home. Like biblical Israel, it is a land flowing with milk and honey; 

a land of prosperity and opportunity. But this land has not yet fulfilled its promise; and will not 

fulfill its promise until the sound of Justice is heard for all the inhabitants thereof.  

And so, as we enter this New Year and in the years to come, let us commit to using the power 

we have to help this country fulfill its promise, so that all the inhabitants of our land will enjoy 

the blessings of equality and justice that are promised to us all.  

Kein Y’hee Ratzon – May this be God’s will. Amen. 

 


